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Laboratory Hemostasis: A Practical Guide for PathologistsSpringer, 2007

	This handbook addresses the need for a straightforward reference for managing a hemostasis laboratory and coordinating testing across multiple locations and technologies. The handbook format allows quick reference to specific topics and is useful for answering specific questions or for Board exam review. The full spectrum of coagulation...
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Next Generation Wireless Systems and NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Next Generation Wireless Systems and Networks offers an expert view of cutting edge Beyond 3rd Generation (B3G) wireless applications. This self-contained reference combines the basics of wireless communications, such as 3G wireless standards, spread spectrum and CDMA systems, with a more advanced level research-oriented...
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Formal Syntax and Semantics of Programming Languages: A Laboratory Based ApproachAddison Wesley, 1994
This text developed out of our experiences teaching courses covering the formal semantics of programming languages. Independently we both developed laboratory exercises implementing small programming languages in Prolog following denotational definitions. Prolog proved to be an excellent tool for illustrating the formal semantics of programming...
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Frontiers of High Performance Computing and Networking  ISPA 2006 Workshops: ISPA 2006 International Workshops FHPCN, XHPC, S-GRACE, GridGIS, HPC-GTPSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed joint proceedings of ten international workshops held in conjunction with the 4th International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing and Applications, ISPA 2006, held in Sorrento, Italy in December 2006 (see LNCS 4330).
The 116 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from...
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Pathology of the Head and NeckSpringer, 2006

	This is the most up-to-date book yet published on pathology of the head and neck. Its contents have been divided into ten chapters, devoted to the spectrum of precursor and neoplastic lesions of the squamous epithelium; the nasal cavities and paranasal sinuses; oral cavity, maxillofacial skeleton and teeth; salivary glands, nasopharynx and...
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Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture, Volume 2, Patterns for Concurrent and Networked ObjectsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Moreover, all the patterns in this book build on the same solid conceptual foundation as
those in the first POSA volume. For example, we use the same pattern categorization
schema, the same pattern description format, and present examples and known uses in
multiple programming languages, including C++, Java, and C.
Patterns for...
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Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture, Patterns for Resource Management (Wiley Software Patterns Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This is a book about patterns for resource management in software systems. The patterns provide solutions for problems that are typically encountered by software architects and developers when trying to provide an effective and efficient means of managing resources in a software system. Efficient management of resources is critical in the...
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Artificial Mind System: Kernel Memory Approach (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2005
This book is written from an engineer's perspective of the mind. "Artificial Mind System" exposes the reader to a broad spectrum of interesting areas in general brain science and mind-oriented studies. In this research monograph a picture of the holistic model of an artificial mind system and its behaviour is drawn, as concretely as...
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Complete Maya Programming, Vol. II: An In-Depth Guide to 3D Fundamentals, Geometry, and ModelingMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
David Gould's acclaimed first book, Complete Maya Programming: An Extensive Guide to MEL and the C++ API, provides artists and programmers with a deep understanding of the way Maya works and how it can be enhanced and customized through programming. In his new book David offers a gentle, intuitive introduction to the core ideas of...
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Light-Emitting DiodesCambridge University Press, 2006
'Light-Emitting Diodes is an excellent examination of the physics and technology of semiconductor LEDs. The narration is simple and direct, and the book is well referenced for those seeking a deeper understanding of the topic.'  Physics Today     

       Revised and fully up-dated, the second edition of this graduate textbook offers a...
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Emile Durkheim: Sociologist of Modernity (Modernity and Society)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
This comprehensive volume ranges across the entire spectrum of contemporary sociological inquiry, as seen by Durkheim. It also includes secondary readings by social thinkers of today, connecting the classic writings of Durkheim to contemporary issues. 

	Organizes Durkheim's writings thematically, in a comprehensive collection...
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Robotics: Science and Systems VMIT Press, 2010

	Robotics: Science and Systems V spans a wide spectrum of robotics, bringing together researchers working on the foundations of robotics, robotics applications, and the analysis of robotics systems. This volume presents the proceedings of the fifth annual Robotics: Science and Systems conference, held in 2009 at the University of...
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